More than any machine or computer, more than any material or manufacturing process, it’s the people who make Martin the one to call. Martin people stand ready to help whether it’s at our place, your office, or job site. Count on Martin for superior customer support.

Martin has the capability to respond quickly and efficiently to made-to-order requirements for special parts with state-of-the-art technology in days not weeks.

- Sintered Metal
- Injection Molding
- Forgings
- Castings
- Milled Plastics

Customer Service
Inventory
We maintain large inventories to ensure superior service to all customers.

That Personal Touch
When you call Martin a real person will answer your call every time.

Complete Manufacturer
We manufacture what we sell, which means we control the quality, inventory levels, deliveries and the cost of our products.

Point-of-Sale Service
We have built our inventories, services and capabilities to meet the demands of the market areas each of our locations service.

After-Hour Emergencies
Each of our locations have people on call for stock, altered and Made-to-Order products 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

Superior Field Support
We have field professionals near you who understand our products, processes, and services. They are available to help better match our offerings with your specific needs.

Martin carries the largest inventory of stock Power Transmission components in North America and the fastest delivery times for quality made-to-order Power Transmission parts.

Martin manufactures Conveyors in 11 plants, keeps stock in over 25 locations, and offers same day on-site engineering and technical support assistance throughout North America. Martin can provide the full Material Handling package to meet your needs.

Idlers are manufactured to exceed CEMA standards. Martin uses triple labyrinth seals, sealed-for-life ball bearings that allow for trouble-free life in the harshest applications. Martin can provide the complete solution for your Belt Conveyor needs.

From Industrial Hand Tools to Forging, Sintered Metals to CNC Cutting, Martin has quality solutions for your industrial needs. All Martin Tools are made in the U.S.A. with the highest quality materials and engineering. Martin Tools deliver the performance and value professionals demand.

Body Fender Hammer and Picks
Body Fender Spoons, Dollys & Sets
Sockets, Wrenches and Hammers
Screwdrivers, Punches and Chisels
Pliers
Sets and Miscellaneous

Power Transmission
Synchronous
Gears
Sheaves
Bushings
Couplings
Sprockets
Screw Conveyors
Impact Idlers
Drag Conveyors
Self-Aligning Idlers
Bucket Elevators
Troughing Idlers
Conveyor Pulleys
Return Idlers
Sprocket Rollers
Fat Carriers
Other Conveyors
Specials

Material Handling
Synchronous
Screw Conveyors
Sprocket Rollers
Screws
Impact Idlers
Bucket Elevators
Troughing Idlers
Conveyor Pulleys
Return Idlers
Sprocket Rollers
Fat Carriers
Other Conveyors

Industrial Hand Tools
Body Fender Hammer and Picks
Body Fender Spoons, Dollys & Sets
Sockets, Wrenches and Hammers
Screwdrivers, Punches and Chisels
Pliers
Sets and Miscellaneous

Carries the largest inventory of stock Power Transmission components in North America and the fastest delivery times for quality made-to-order Power Transmission parts.

Idlers are manufactured to exceed CEMA standards. Uses triple labyrinth seals, sealed-for-life ball bearings that allow for trouble-free life in the harshest applications. Can provide the complete solution for your Belt Conveyor needs.

From Industrial Hand Tools to Forging, Sintered Metals to CNC Cutting, has quality solutions for your industrial needs. All Tools are made in the U.S.A. with the highest quality materials and engineering. Tools deliver the performance and value professionals demand.
About Martin

Martin is a leading supplier of Power Transmission Components, Material Handling Systems and Industrial Hand Tools. A trusted authority in the marketplace, Martin leverages a deep knowledge of Power Transmission and Material Handling applications to provide reliable cost-saving solutions to its industrial customers.

Operating from more than 34 locations worldwide, Martin carries the vast inventories of a global company while consistently delivering exceptional local service and support. Known for meeting tight deadlines and solving unique manufacturing challenges, Martin keeps the industrial world moving efficiently.

From Humble Beginnings to Unmatched Quality Inventory & Service

Martin was founded in 1951 based on the vision of Joe Martin Sr. with a simple philosophy. 'Make quality products, have plenty of them available, and make it easy for customers to do business.'

Today Each Martin facility stocks an extensive inventory of the Martin product lines and has the ability to manufacture or custom alter parts for emergency situations. Local service and on-site field service ensure that customers maximize uptime and efficiency.

After more than 65 years of adapting with growing industries, Martin’s continued focus on Quality, Inventory, and Service make Martin the One you rely on.